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Pest reporting: why?
● To fulfil obligations stated in the IPPC (ISPMs 8 and 17)

● To fulfil obligations stated in EPPO Convention (articles 
V, VI)

• to inform all EPPO member countries about new 
introductions, new outbreaks, eradication (EPPO Reporting 
service, PQR)

• to initiate EPPO activities on PRA, pest listing, preparation of 
pest-specific standards

● To fulfil obligations of EU Directive 2000/29 (for the 
EU member states)
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Current plans

Design a system which can allow single data entry by NPPOs 
and communication of pest reports (they may not contain 
exactly the same amount of details) to all interested bodies.

Obje ctive



Progress report
- EPPO level -



 New introductions and outbreaks of regulated pests
 Eradication of regulated pests
 Updates about the situation of regulated pests 
 Emergence of new phytosanitary problems
 Notifications of non-compliance (interceptions) – via 

EUROPHYT for EU member states and Switzerland
 Phytosanitary regulations and lists of quarantine pests

What is reported to EPPO by NPPOs?



Pest reporting
How to deal with diverse sources and formats?

Use a harmonized format 
for pest reports



EPPO Standard: Format for pest reports

EPPO Standard
PM 1/5(1) 
Format for pest 
reports 
was adopted in 
September 2011.







and more…



 Develop a web-based interface to allow member countries 
to send their pest reports electronically to the EPPO 
Secretariat (based on the EPPO standard).

 Explore the IT solutions that would allow rapid and easy 
exchange of information with other bodies collecting pest 
reports (IPPC and EU) - e.g. xml format?

EPPO computerized system for 
pest reports
WP PR : the EPPO Standard is a first step towards the 
harmonization of pest report contents  but discussions should 
continue with the IPPC to improve information exchange and 
facilitate the task of NPPOs on pest reporting.



Submit for validation

Draft pest report

Send back 
for modification

Review for validation

Submit for publication

Review for publication

Workflow

IPPC

EU

Publish and send the final report to EPPO

A short cut 
may be 
used 
(different 
scenarios)



Security and management aspects

Secured system 

Each NPPO will be invited to nominate officially a responsible
person (administrator) who will receive passwords from the
EPPO Secretariat. IT security: https is in place and a system of
certificate can be developed further.

Once entered into the system (and validated), pest reports
can only be viewed by the authorized persons and by the
EPPO Secretariat.



Flexible administration and 
collaborative work

pa ssw ords

conta ct
EPPO 

Secretariat

USER 1 USER 2 USER 3

NPPO designates an 
administrator



Users’ rights

3 different types of RIGHTS can be assigned to USERS
CREATION < VALIDATION < PUBLICATION

USERS CREATION VALIDATION PUBLICATION

author

validator

publisher

This user can create
(modify/delete) + validate
draft pest reports

This user can create
(modify/delete) + validate
+ publish (send) final 
pest reports to EPPO

This user can only create
(modify/delete) draft pest 
reports



Example of a team of users 
NPPO of  EPPOLand

In EPPOLand, the administrator 
has created the following team:
- 2 author accounts
- 1 validator account
- 1 publisher account

Because in EPPOLand the chain 
of command includes 2 sub-units, 
but each NPPO has to decide on 
its own chain of command which 
can be simpler (see ‘different 
scenarios’).

EPPO



Live demo
https://pestreporting.eppo.int

https://pestreporting.eppo.int/


Online form for pest reports
https://pestreporting.eppo.int



Creation of a new pest report



Creation of a new pest report1



Creation of a new pest report

On all screens these icons mean:

Modify

Delete

‘Add host ‘opens a 
‘pop-up’ where the 
system automatically 
proposes you scientific 
names for host plants 
(extracted from EPPT). 
If the scientific name is 
not included in EPPT, 
you can still enter free 
text.

2



Creation of a new pest report3



Creation of a new pest report4



Creation of a new pest report5

‘Add file‘ opens a ‘pop-up’ 
where you can upload files 
from your computer (e.g. 
pictures, maps, additional 
documents) and provide a 
short description of their 
content. In this example, a 
picture of Drosophila suzukii
has been added.



Creation of a new pest report6

Follow the instructions given on the screen.

‘The Finish button‘ simply 
means that you are at the 
end of the data entry 
process. At this stage 
your pest report remains 
a DRAFT and you can 
still modify it at any time.



Draft has been completed



Review draft and submit for validation



Submit for validation 
(or directly for publication)

Indicate your
name (for 

traceability) 

Submit your draft pest report to your validator.
Petunia will receive an automatic

warning message by e-mail

Choose
your

validator



Repository of published pest reports

The pest report is now included in the list of published
pest reports. It can no longer be modified. The whole
authorized reporting team of EPPOLand (and the EPPO 
Secretariat) can view it.



Repository of published pest reports

The pest report is stored in PDF format, as well as in XML 
format for future data exchange with the IPPC or the EU 
(under development).

As a picture was added to the pest report, it is now stored in a 
ZIP file.



Future actions



Next steps for EPPO

● Test and validate the interface within EPPO (a trial is 
currently under way with a small group of experts)

● Work on data exchange formats
- With FAO: to verify that XML formats are fully compatible.

- With EU: to continue discussing how data can be exchanged between 
EPPO and EU computer systems.

● Explore possible links with other EPPO databases
Once the new interface is fully operational, possibilities to better use 
the contents of the pest reports within EPPO could be explored 
(e.g. create a database or links to other databases).



IPPC official pest reports

The IPPC website 
provides an online 
form to NPPOs.

An XML format exists.

Information is stored 
as such without 
further analysis. 
No retrieval system is 
in place (reports are 
included in a large 
table on the IPPC 
website).



In 2009, it was 
proposed that RPPOs 
could submit national 
reporting information 
to the IPPC website on 
behalf of their 
members.

For the moment, one 
country has signed this 
document.



EU notification system
● EPPO participated to 2 meetings of the EU Working 

Group on Harmful Organism Outbreak Notifications 
(Grange, IE, 2012-05-31/01-01 & 2012-10-18/19).

● Directions taken so far, are pointing towards a more 
complex computerized system of pest reporting 
(with more fields and data required), but the aim will 
be to find a common core of data which could be 
exchanged between EU and EPPO.



Conclusions
● EPPO Secretariat will continue 

to develop tools to collect, 
disseminate, and store pest-
specific information for its 
50 member countries 
(EU & non-EU).

● The EPPO Secretariat is ready to explore IT tools
allowing the exchange of pest reports between EU-
EPPO-IPPC in order to facilitate and harmonize pest
reporting activities for NPPOs.



Thank you for your attention
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